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A CURATED SELECTION
The addition of wood flooring products extends the Eco Outdoor ®
range of architectural surfaces to cater for a range of project needs
beyond natural stone whilst also working incredibly well alongside it.
The curated selection consists of three finishes and ten colours.
Two products are available as solid oak. Montague, a deep grey in an
antique finish, and Perla, a light grey variety in a distressed finish and
Chevron format.
The other products available in the distressed finish include Lady
Gray, Lunar, Summerhouse, and Viking; and in the heavily distressed,
or brushed finish, Haybale, Mountain Ash, Smoke Stack, and Willow.
Produced by a French supplier with extensive experience in the art
of aged oak, the product displays a beautifully aged patina that is
achieved by utilising an age-old technique and avoids the use of
synthetic colouring agents.
A classic combination of three widths and lengths is available and
combined adds to the traditional appearance of the wood products.
Our approach to materiality has always encompassed the notion
of natural beauty and beauty in imperfection and this new range
of timber flooring embodies exactly that.
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—
A selection of high resolution 3D textures is available at www.ecooutdoor.com.au
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1. Mountain Ash
2. Smoke Stack
3. Willow
4. Lady Gray
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WOOD

FORMAT

SIZES

Random Lengths

Coping / Step Tread
Square Edge

Widths are supplied based on equal
square metres for each size i.e. for
‘Large’, there will be more widths
of the 140mm than the 220mm.

Rebated Square Edge

LARGE
Random lengths 140 x 1700-2700mm, 20mm
Random lengths 180 x 1700-2700mm, 20mm

Random lengths 220 x 1700-2700mm, 20mm

EXTRA LARGE
Random lengths 220 x 2000-3000mm, 20mm

Random lengths 260 x 2000-3000mm, 20mm

Random lengths 300 x 2000-3000mm, 20mm

—
For more downloadable imagery visit www.ecooutdoor.com.au
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WOOD

SIZING

Haybale, Lady Gray, Lunar, Mountain Ash,
Smoke Stack, Summerhouse, Viking, Willow
Large
Random lengths 1700-2700mm,
mixed widths 140/180/220mm,
thickness 20mm
Extra Large
Random lengths 2000-3000mm,
mixed widths 220/260/300mm,
thickness 20mm
Montague
Large
Random lengths 1700-2700mm
three set widths from 140 up to 240mm
thickness 22mm
Set widths available on request
for a higher price (except Montague).
Widths are supplied based on equal
square metres for each size i.e. for
‘Large’, there will be more widths
of the 140mm than the 220mm.
Perla
Chevron Pattern
120x650mm, 20mm

Rebate or solid treads are available on request for all wood products.
Boards are ideally best laid on a levelled ply substrate.
Boards are tongue and groove and end matched. Refer to installation tips for further information.
For further information, installation tips and pricing please call a showroom on 1300 13 14 13.
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